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Michael Lauber, Attorney General
of he Swiss Confederation
Taubenstrasse 16
Lauber – Chief Engineer of corruption

3003 Bern

cc: To whom it may concern

Your engineers of corruption:
Hansjörg Stadler, Federal Attorney
Yves Nicolet, Federal Attorney, chemin du Caudoz 46, 1009 Pully
Nicolas Cruchet, Federal Attorney, Avenue des Mousquines 25, 1005 Lausanne
Hello Attorney General,
My Federal Penal Procedure URA VU.2004.48 has been dealt with by your
Federal Attorney Hansjörg Stadler: www.swiss1.net/info/aap/forni
It ended on April 14, 2010 in Bellinzona with my acquittal of the complaint of 8
Federal Judges for alleged constraint. The Architect Erhard Keller (reachable on
his Handy 0041 79 874 35 50) was summoned to Bern in this context as a person
to provide information. He confirmed point by point the validity of our
denunciation of the corruption and fraud by the Federal «Judge» UDC Roland
Max Schneider (see my book, french version, pp 189 – 201). Since these
declarations were contrary to the interests of the Oligarchs, namely the UDC
magnate / billionaire Christoph Blocher – himself protected by the Omertà
helvetica – these elements discharging me were hidden in a parallel file, in spite
of the fact that the practice of the double file is of course illegal. This made it
possible for the Federal Penal Judge Miriam Forni to turn my victory into defeat.
Via ATS she spread the desinformation that Gerhard Ulrich had seriously
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calumnied among others the Federal Judge Schneider! Stadler has indeed
succeeded in covering up a havy case of corruption, which has poisened the Swiss
judiciary system to this day.
Some time ago, the United Federal Assembly has elected 2 former Prosecutors of
Vaud to become Federal Attorneys, joining your team:
Yves Nicolet. Up to date you did not react to the complaint I lodged against
Nicolet on March 22, 2016 for illegal censorship of my Web Sites, where I had
documented other cases of corruption. Nicolet has covered up himself a case of
bribery, by enhancing the arbitrary sentence against the small independant
contractor Gil Beuret (La Fourmi, Chavornay) actually jailled at Bochuz. Pushed
by reckless individuals, the cantonal inspector of water protection Michel
Chuard, covered by his superior Antoine Lathion and with the consent of Nicolet
furnished the forged document according to which La Fourmi (demolition of cars)
was polluting water courses.
Furthermore, Nicolas Cruchet has been recruited. This former prosecutor of
Vaud has dissimulated at least 5 cases of bribery in the past:
- Pompaples VD – Cheated person: J.-P.Steulet – 0041 78 721 10 11.
- Etoy VD – Danielle Russell was the victim: 0041 22 320 79 38.
- The case Burdet – phone of Marc-Etienne Burdet: 0041 79 934 76 57
- Affaire Werner Rathgeb, Rennaz, reachable on 0041 79 241 03 13
- Inheritance of the late estate promoter Ph. Galland, Lausanne – Michèle
Herzog, reachable via her Handy 0041 9 655 21 86 has been cheated.
I have informed you concerning the judiciary underworld in Vaud by my report
of March 31, 2016, containing some 30 pages and 15 enclosures. It seams as if
this information has given the inspiration to reinforce your team by the two
mentionned bribery engineers. They have indeed given evidence of their know
how of corruption engineering. Bad news for their future booties! One is therefore
legitimated to call you the chief engineer of bribery.
Gerhard Ulrich
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